The Fully Covered
Inventory Service Solution

The pioneered service-solution that has shaped inventory control for the industry
With our Bevinco Prime service you can take your energy away from inventory and leave it in the
hands of our industry experts.
Bevinco Prime detects and resolves challenges in all phases of inventory: counting,
controlling, ordering, and inventory analytics, using data to help operators make better
management decisions faster.

Why is controlling your bar inventory so important?
Bars can increase top line sales by 7-15% and reduce
inventory asset losses from 15-30% down to 3% or better
using our proven methods and strategies: adhering to a
strict schedule of detailed inventories, comparing usage to
sales, monitoring variances instead of pour
costs and using just-in-time ordering.
We begin each client relationship with a
series of confidential discovery audits to
gather data and determine areas of
opportunity for our service. From this
process, we can mutually determine ROI
for our various service and product offers,
set goals and agree on strategies to
improve results. Our mission is to help bar
owners make money while earning a profit,
so we do not engage with clients that we
do not find a mutual opportunity for ROI.

Why you should choose Bevinco Prime for your operation?
• Introduces ways of minimizing shrinkage and improving overall profitability/profit margins
• Discreet, unbiased, independent professional service
• Just-in-time par/order reports reduces and maintains stock levels and ensures capital is not tied up in dead stock
• Improve operational efficiencies, employee retention and customer satisfaction
• Frees owner to manage the performance of their business vs. working in their business

“Bevinco bar control system is the extra set of eyes and ears
I need to make my life a lot easier”
~ Ronnye Farmer, Managing Partner of Wormy Dog Saloon

Sculpture is your key partner to business success.
Inventory management done right.

